GTRO Shifter adjustment

Efneo’s GTRO gearbox usually does not require any fine-tuning after installation. 

However, it may happen that a tension on a shifting cable makes an adjustment necessary,  
mainly after some distance is already covered on a bike.


When is the adjustment necessary: if your gearbox does not shift properly

or makes a strange noise when riding your bike.


To make an adjustment, you need to turn a so-called shifter’s barrel.
A barrel is marked with a red dot on a trigger shifter (left) and grip shifter (right)

The adjustment procedure
At the beginning, it is good to take a photo of the original barrel’s position. This way you will be able to get back to
the original position, if you feel lost in the process. Let’s start.


1. Turn a barrel once counter-clockwise and make a short test ride. If GTRO runs smoothly, shifts gears quickly in
both directions and does not make any noticeable noise – it’s done.

2. If something is still wrong – turn a barrel once again in the same direction. Make a test ride.

3. If something is still wrong – repeat step 2.


4. If a barrel does not want to turn anymore in that direction and your gearbox does not work properly, turn the
barrel to the starting position.

5. Turn a barrel clockwise once and make a test ride.

6. If something’s still wrong – repeat step 5.


To determine which direction is “counter-clockwise”, please take a look at your shifter from a rider position, so that
a barrel is closer to you than a shifter. If you are still not sure, which way is “clockwise” and which is
“counter-clockwise” on your barrel, it doesn’t matter that much. Just try one direction, and if it doesn’t work, try the
other.




If you tried to adjust the barrel in both directions and the gearbox still does not work correctly,  
please e-mail us at service@efneo.com. We’ll do our best to help you immediately. 

If you think it makes sense, send us some photos or a short video to show the problem.


